
DAILY BASIS ASSIGNMENT 9   

DATE/ DAY---29.04.2020/WEDNESDAY 

Std-7   

Subject : English   

Tick the right one word substitute for the given group of words:   

1. a shortened form of a word or phrase   

a. contraction   

       b. apostrophe   

c. abbreviation   

d. punctuation   

2. the life history of a man written by someone else   

a. biography   

b. autobiography   

c. epic   

d. prose   

3. that which cannot be read   

a. illicit   

b. inaudible   

c. invisible   

d. illegible   

4. a sound that cannot be heard   

a. incredible   

b. infallible   

c. inaudible   

d. invisible   

5. one who walks on foot   

a. pedestrian   

b. optimist   

c. pessimist   

d. paediatrician   

( Find the meaning of all these words.)   

SUBJECT- Maths   

MCQ _   

1) 33/-55 in standard form is   



a)3/-5 b)-3/5 c)-33/55 d)55/-33  2) 

-102/119 in standard form is   

a)-4/7 b)-6/7 c) -6/17 d) none of these 

3) If x/6 = 7/ -3 then value of x is   

a) -14 b) 14 c) 21 d) -21   

4)Reciprocal of -6 is   

a) 6 b) 1/6 c) -1/6 d) 0   

5) Multiplicative inverse of -2/3 is   

a) 2/3 b) -3/2 c) 3/2 d) -2/3   

SUBJECT-PHYSICS Multiple Choice 

question (Select correct one):   

1. X axis and Y axis of a distance-time graph intersect each other at:   

(a) 0° (b) 90° (c) 180°   (d) 360°.   

2. Unit of time:   

(a) sec (b)   min   (c) hr (d) all of these.   

3. Average speed is:   

(a) sum of all speeds (b) difference two speed   

   (c) mean of all speeds  (d) ratio of two speeds   

4. Speed=   

(a) Distance x time  (b) time x distance   (c) distance / time   (d) time / 

distance.   

5. 1km=   

(a) 10m   (b) 100m   (c) 1000m   (d) 10000m.   

SUBJECT – CHEMISTRY   

Multiple Choice question (Select correct one):   

1.Chemical name of oil of vitriol is ---------.   

a) Nitric acid   b)Acetic acid  c) Sulphuric acid  d) Sodium hydroxide   

2.Litmus paper is available in which colour?   

a) Red and green  b) Red and blue   c) Blue and green  d) Green and yellow   

3. On adding phenolpthalein indicator to a colourless solution, no change is observed.What 

is the nature of this solution   



a) Basic  b) Either acidic or basic  c) Either acidic or neutral  d) Either basic or neutral   

4.The ----------- water is neutral in nature.   

a) Rain  b) Sea  c) Sewage  d) Pure or distilled   

5.Canesugar is ------------ by nature.   

a) Acidic  b) Basic  c) Neutral  d) Either acidic or neutral   

Subject-Biology   

Multiple choice questions :-   

1) What are fluppy umbrella like patches growing on rotting wood during the rainy season called? 

a)  

Fungi b) Algae c) Parasites d) Protozoa   

2) The breakdown of complex components of food into simpler substances is called   

a) Digestion b) Nutrition c) Respiration d) Breathing 

3) Single celled organisms among the following is   

a) Human being b) Yeast c) Cow d) Amoeba 

4) Which of the following do not have teeth   

a) Rats b) birds c) snakes d) elephants   

5) Which of the following mineral is required for healthy teeth and bones?   

a) Iron b) Calcium c) Sodium d) Magnesium   

SUBJECT-- SST   

Q. Multiple choice question[MCQ]   

1.  The layer that protects us from ultra violet rays   

   a) troposphere   b) atmosphere   c) ozone layer   d) Mesosphere   

2 .All living organisms are found in the   

a) biosphere   b) environment   c) ecosystem d) stratosphere   



3 .Organism that produce   their own food directly from the environment   

a) consumers   b) heterotrophs   c)autotrophs  d) biosphere   

4 . Deforestation is a threat  to the   

a) plants b) environment   c) animals   d) trees   

5 . An increase in the average temperature of the earth’s atmosphere   

a) autotrophs   b) producer   c) global warming   d) consumer SUBJECT--  

COMPUTER   

Q. Multiple choice questions (select the correct one):-   

A program that runs in the background on your computer, sending information about 

your browsing habits to the company that installed it on your computer is called as (A) 

Pop-ups   

(B) Adware   

(C) Grayware   

(D) Spyware   

12-Software is a set of programs, which is designed to perform a well defined function 

and there are two types of software, application and system.   

The following are all application software except for   

(A) Microsoft Word   

(B) Microsoft Excel   

(C) Microsoft Power Point   

(D) Microsoft Windows   

13-1 Gigabyte (GB) is equal to   

(A) 1024 bytes   

(B) 1024 KB   

(C) 1024 MB   

(D) 1024 TB   

14-The fourth generation computers are based on   



(A) Transistor   

(B) Integrated circuit   

(C) VLSI microprocessor   

(D) ULSI microprocessor   

15-All the following are computer input devices except for   

(A) Keyboard   

(B) Printer   

(C) Mouse (D) Joy Stick   


